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We report the existence of anomalous metamagnetic fluctuations in the vicinity of the dynamic phase
transition (DPT) that do not occur for the corresponding thermodynamic behavior of simple ferromagnets.
Our results demonstrate that key characteristics associated with the DPT are qualitatively different from
conventional thermodynamic phase transitions. We also provide evidence that these differences are tunable
by showing that the presence of metamagnetic fluctuations and the size of the critical scaling regime
depend strongly on the amplitude of the oscillating field that is driving the DPT in the first place.
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Dynamic order phenomena and pattern formation [1]
are ubiquitous in nature, and they are determining features
of such diverse fields as laser emission [2], sand dunes
[3,4], brain activity [5], materials defects [6,7], complex
biological systems [8,9], or self-organized criticality [10].
Correspondingly, the study of dynamic phenomena and
patterns is of utmost importance, and the achievement of a
general understanding relies crucially on devising and
solving appropriate models. Very successful is hereby
the kinetic Ising model (IM) [11–14], which despite its
simplicity allows for the description of very diverse
dynamic behaviors and associated transitions, such as
the dynamic phase transition (DPT). Generally, this model
considers a system of exchange-coupled spins being sub-
jected to an oscillatory magnetic fieldHðtÞ of amplitudeH0

and period P [15–37]. Below the Curie temperature Tc, this
system can exhibit a dynamically ordered phase and an
associated DPT at a critical period Pc once P becomes
comparable to the system’s relaxation time τ. The dynamic
order parameter is hereby the period-averaged magnetiza-
tion Q, whose behavior as a function of P mimics theM vs
T behavior near the thermodynamic phase transition (TPT)
at Tc.
Since the DPTwas first reported for the kinetic IM [15],

it has been the focus of many theoretical studies [16–29]
and several experimental investigations [30–34]. From all
these studies, the consensus emerged that the properties of
the DPT are truly analogous to those of the TPT for the
equilibrium IM. For instance, a time-independent bias field
Hb was identified as the conjugate field of Q, an approxi-
mate equation of state was derived, and the DPT critical
exponents matched those for the TPT [21–29]. Recently,
however, inconsistencies were reported for simulations of
systems with surfaces, for which the DPT is absent in the
surface layer in contrast to comparable equilibrium systems
[35–37]. Thus, previously established DPT to TPT equiv-
alencies ought to be carefully reevaluated. For this purpose,

we explore here the vicinity of the DPT point for signs
of anomalous behavior, and indeed, we observe most
relevant qualitative differences between the DPT and
TPTs, both in experiments and computations. Therefore,
our results reaffirm the need for a substantial reevaluation
of our understanding of DPTs and dynamic order phenom-
ena in general.
For our experiments, we fabricated Co films with (1010)

crystallographic surface texture, which exhibit a single in-
plane magnetic easy axis to mimic IM symmetry [34].
Furthermore, the in-plane orientation makes long-range
magnetostatic interactions very weak, which should make
the experimental results comparable to the entirety of
theoretical work on DPTs, in which magnetostatic energy
contributions are neglected. A sensitive magneto-optical
Kerr effect setup [34,38] was utilized to measure the
magnetization response of the sample upon applying a
sinusoidal magnetic field of amplitude H0 together with a
bias field Hb. By integrating the time-dependent magneti-
zation in individual field cycles, we obtainQ for each cycle,
from which we determine its average hQi, its fluctuations
σQ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

hQ2i − hQi2
p

, and the dynamic susceptibility
χQ ¼ dhQi=dHb for a given set of P, H0, and Hb.
Figures 1(a)–1(c) show how the magnetization MðtÞ vs

HðtÞ [39] evolves as P decreases for fixed H0 and Hb ¼ 0.
In Fig. 1(a), P ≫ Pc, and the MðHÞ behavior exhibits the
conventional quasistatic hysteresis loop. The (red) dashed
line in Fig. 1(a) represents the dynamic order parameter Q,
which is zero here because the system is in the dynamically
disordered phase. By sweeping the field faster, but keeping
P > Pc as in Fig. 1(b), the hysteresis distorts but maintains
Q ¼ 0. However, for P < Pc shown in Fig. 1(c),M cannot
follow the field and oscillates only slightly around a
nonvanishing time-averaged value Q ≠ 0. Given that
Hb ¼ 0, the system has two stable trajectories representing
opposite values þjQj and −jQj. The effect of Hb is visible
in Fig. 1(d), where we show experimental hQi values as a
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function of P and Hb for H0 ¼ 30.3 Oe. For
P < Pc ¼ 2.6 ms, hQi exhibits a discontinuous change
at Hb ¼ 0, because the system is crossing a phase line and
switches between the two stable dynamic states with −jQj
andþjQj [34]. In the disordered phase, i.e., for P > Pc, the
order parameter changes gradually, even upon inverting
Hb. At first glance, the hQiðP;HbÞ map in Fig. 1(d) is
analogous to the MðT;HÞ behavior for the TPT with a
ferromagnetic phase for T < Tc that undergoes a first order
phase transition upon inversion of H and a paramagnetic
phase at T > Tc, where M changes gradually upon apply-
ing H. Thus, the data in Fig. 1(d) seem to support the
equivalency between the DPT and a conventional TPT in a
broad parameter range around the critical point.
To further explore this aspect, we measured hQi, σQ, and

χQ as a function of P and Hb for different values of H0.
Figure 2 shows color-coded maps of the three quantities for
H0 ¼ 29.8 Oe (left column) and H0 ¼ 30.8 Oe (right
column). By comparing both columns, we observe that
the position of the critical point, visible as the peak with the
brightest color in the σQ and χQ maps, shifts to smaller P
values as H0 increases [40]. In addition to this expected
peak at the critical point, σQ in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e) and χQ in
Figs. 2(c) and 2(f) show for P > Pc two sidebandlike
regions with high values, which are symmetric with respect
to the Hb ¼ 0 line. Such sidebands representing non-
monotonic χ vs jHj dependencies are not present in the
vicinity of TPTs for simple ferromagnetic systems [41],
and, thus, they constitute a significant qualitative difference
between DPT and TPT. For TPTs of spin models,
so-called Kertesz lines in the (H − T)-phase space are
described in the literature for temperatures above Tc that
are associated with an H-dependent cluster percolation,
but their impact on thermodynamic quantities is weak or
entirely absent [42]. So, while the here-observed χQ

sidebands might be related to dynamic cluster percolation,
their appearance and strength seem to be vastly different for
the DPT if compared to TPTs.
A comparison of the sideband features for σQ and for χQ

shows that they occur at the same P and Hb values, even if
the susceptibility data are noisier. Thus, they appear to be in
agreement with the fluctuation-dissipation relation that was
reported for the DPT [19]. The elevated χQ values in the
sidebands indicate a steep increase of the order parameterQ
in a narrow Hb range for P > Pc. Therefore, we refer to
these sidebands as metamagnetic fluctuations, in analogy to
thermal equilibrium metamagnetism for which the mag-
netization rises sharply in a small window of applied fields.
However, it is important to emphasize that hQi remains a
continuous function in the entire paramagnetic regime here.
Thus, the sidebands are a change in the fluctuation
characteristics and not caused by an actual phase transition.
We performed mean field approximation (MFA) calcu-

lations in order to clarify if our surprising experimental
observations are related to the specifics of our material
system or if they have a more general association with the
DPT. Following Ref. [15], we solved the MFA equation for
MðtÞ of a spin system with nearest-neighbor exchange
coupling J and spin relaxation time τ, which is subjected to
an external field HðtÞ ¼ H0 cos ½ð2π=PÞt� þHb at a tem-
perature T < Tc. Details of the computations are given
in Ref. [40].
QðP;HbÞmaps for four differentH0 values are shown in

Figs. 3(a)–3(d), and the corresponding χQðP;HbÞmaps are
displayed in Figs. 3(f)–3(i) [43]. Consistent with the DPT
occurrence, all χQðP;HbÞ maps exhibit a dominating
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central peak at the critical point (P ¼ Pc, Hb ¼ 0), just
like the experimental data in Fig. 2. Additionally, the
calculations reproduce the susceptibility sidebands, whose
intensity strongly depends on H0. The sidebands are
strongest for low H0, whereas for the largest H0 value
we calculated, H0=J ¼ 0.375, the sidebands are absent.
Here, only the peak at the critical point occurs, recovering
the expected simpler map for a TPT. For comparison, we
computed MðT;HÞ and the susceptibility χMðT;HÞ ¼
dM=dH for a TPT within MFA, which are displayed in
Figs. 3(e) and 3(j), respectively. χM shows a peak at the
critical point (T ¼ Tc, H ¼ 0) but no secondary features in
the form of sidebands. Figures 3(d) and 3(e) look essen-
tially the same as do Figs. 3(i) and 3(j), which indicates a
strong similarity of the behavior in the vicinity of the DPT
and the TPT, provided thatH0 is sufficiently large, whereas
for smaller H0 values, significant differences are visible.
While the high H0 fast critical dynamics regime is
experimentally not accessible, and, thus, metamagnetic
fluctuations occur in all our measurements, we still find
that experiments and MFA calculations show the same
evolution of metamagnetic tendencies as H0 decreases.
Specifically, if one compares Figs. 2 and 3, we can see that

the sidebands exhibit a decreased opening angle and
increased intensities upon lowering H0 [40].
The fact that our MFA calculations produce the

same metamagnetic tendencies found in our experiments
suggests that susceptibility sidebands near the DPT can be
produced by a mechanism that is unrelated to percolation
phenomena and the associated Kertesz lines, simply
because laterally nonuniform states and, thus, percolation
itself do not exist in MFA-based calculations. Therefore,
we need to consider the underlying physics in more detail
here. A possible origin of metamagnetic tendencies at low
H0 for the MFA case is illustrated in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a)
shows the MFA equilibrium free energy F of the magnetic
system under an applied field þH0 (solid curve) and −H0

(dashed curve). The stable state shifts with HðtÞ and, as
long as HðtÞ is slow enough, MðtÞ shifts symmetrically
from right to left and back in a steady-state dynamic
behavior. Hereby, the metastable states of antiparallelM vs
H alignment in Fig. 4(a) have a significant depth, and the
magnetic system exhibits a certain lifetime in them, leading
to a deviation from pure sinusoidal MðtÞ behavior visible
in Fig. 4(d). When a positive Hb is now additionally
applied but has a value lower than the one at which the
metamagnetic onset occurs (Hm

b ), F is slightly distorted, as
shown in Fig. 4(b). This favors the M > 0 state and MðtÞ
shifts vertically, as one can see in Fig. 4(e), producing a
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small Q > 0 represented by the (red) dashed line. The
distribution DðMÞ, which represents the probability to find
the system at a magnetization valueM, also shifts vertically
but its shape is conserved. When Hb surpasses Hm

b as
shown in Fig. 4(c), the barrier B indicated by the (blue)
arrow gets so high that the system remains trapped in the
M > 0 metastable state, even while HðtÞ and MðtÞ are
antialigned. As a consequence, Q gets substantially larger,
and MðtÞ oscillates only slightly, leading to a compressed
and asymmetric DðMÞ as shown in Fig. 4(f). The evolution
towards this metastable-state trapping happens in a rather
narrow Hb range around Hm

b , producing a steep increase of
Q and the corresponding peak in χQ. In contrast to this low
H0 case,Hb does not distort F in a substantial way for large
H0, and trapping in metastable states is not significant.
Therefore, the shape ofMðtÞ is much more sinusoidal, only
gradually affected by Hb, and no metamagnetic onset
occurs for large H0 [40].
It should also be mentioned that the very strong

similarities between our experimental data and the results
of our MFA calculations might indicate that the impact of
weak long-range magnetostatic interactions is relevant in
our experiments, even if it was specifically designed to
have samples with very low magnetostatic interaction and
even if equilibrium phase transition properties are not
impacted in such samples [44]. It is, however, known that
even weak long-range interactions can make magnetic
properties behave mean-field-like [45].
A key consequence of this metamagnetic onset is

observed in the size of the critical region. As reported in
many studies, the DPT follows the same scaling laws as the
TPT in the vicinity of the critical point [21–29], e.g.,

Q ¼ AðPc − PÞβ ð1Þ

for Hb ¼ 0 and P approaching Pc from below. Here, β is
the critical exponent and A is a proportionality factor. In the
MFA case, the critical exponent β ¼ 1=2. However, Eq. (1)
only holds in close vicinity to the critical point. We tested
how close to the critical point one has to be for Eq. (1) to be
valid for differentH0 values. To do so, we calculated within
the MFA several data sets of Q vs P for different ranges
of the reduced period p ¼ ðP − PcÞ=Pc, namely,
−jpmaxj < p < jpmaxj with varying jpmaxj. We performed
least-squares fits to Eq. (1) for each data set and obtained
numerical values for β. Figure 5 shows the deviation
of these β fit parameters from the expected MFA value
as a function of pmax, for three different values of H0. For
H0=J ¼ 0.225 the expected value is recovered in a fairly
sizeable parameter range, even up to pmax ¼ 2.5 × 10−2,
while for H0=J ¼ 0.090, one has to go as close to the
critical period as pmax ¼ 1 × 10−3 to recover the correct
β ¼ 1=2 value even approximately. Thus, the size of the
critical region, in which Eq. (1) is valid, is far smaller for
the low H0 case than in the high H0 regime. The

universality class itself, however, is not affected for these
MFA calculations, even if the range where such universality
describes the actual system behavior becomes increasingly
smaller. This also explains why critical exponents for the
DPT have not been measured until today, because all
experiments were only viable in the range of rather slow
dynamics, for which the critical regime appears to be
extremely small due to anomalous metamagnetic fluctua-
tions. Correspondingly, the universality class of experi-
mental systems has not yet been determined.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate significant

anomalies in the vicinity of dynamic phase transitions,
which severely limit the generally accepted broad similar-
ities between DPTs and TPTs. We find that key character-
istics associated with the DPT are qualitatively different
from conventional thermodynamic phase transitions, which
underlines the need for a substantial reevaluation of our
understanding of dynamic phase transitions and dynamic
order phenomena. Specifically, we observe a dynamically
disordered phase that exhibits anomalous metamagnetic
tendencies. Furthermore, we show that the scaling regime
of the DPT is severely reduced in the case of slow critical
dynamics, which also explains why no experimental values
for critical exponents have been reported to date for
the DPT.
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